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If you’re a long-time Idaho Business Review subscriber, you’re probably squinting at this page, thinking, “Wait, that’s not Jeanne Huff.”
Yes, Dear Reader, the inimitable Ms. Huff has moved on to other adventures, and I’m attempting to fill her fabulous shoes. While it won’t
be easy to replace such a community fixture, I’m excited to take on
the challenge — and explore my beautiful new home state.
Our Accomplished Under 40 publication has been a great place to
start. These pages showcase 40 inspiring young professionals who
have built careers that contribute to Idaho’s strong business climate
and quality of life.
I’ve enjoyed learning about talented locals like Julie Morgan, an educator at Cole Valley
Christian Schools in southwest Boise. As the schools’ STEM director, Morgan has developed
programs like Family STEM Night and the Advanced Placement physics lab, which help children discover a love for science, technology, engineering and math. Morgan, a former electrical
engineer, stresses hands-on, project-based learning with real-world applications.
Then there’s Cody Matthew Freston, who is serving a very different population as chief operating officer and co-founder of Doctor’s Hospice of Idaho. For the past few years, Freston
has also been board president of the Alzheimer’s Association’s Greater Idaho chapter. And
he still finds time to drive the hospice’s transportation van so patients can get to medical
appointments or family visits.
Like me, Freston is a University of Utah graduate (go, Utes!) who moved to Idaho knowing
only a handful of people.
“I am fair in my dealings with my fellow man,” Freston wrote in his Accomplished Under 40
application, “I value people over profit, and relationships over opinions.”
Words to live by.
Read on to hear more from the state’s best and brightest young talent.

Kim Burgess
Special Sections Editor, Idaho Business Review
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The University of Idaho congratulates the
2018 Accomplished Under 40 honorees. Each
of the talented professionals in this year’s cohort has made a deeply felt impact
in the great state we are proud to
call home. We’re thrilled to help recognize the talent, creativity and professionalism that help Idaho grow
and prosper.You offer inspiration to
us all.
The success chronicled in these
pages is important to communities
across Idaho. As leaders in their
industries and organizations, Accomplished Under 40 honorees are
making a difference. They are confident entrepreneurs, innovative
employees and committed public
servants.They are thoughtful citizens and caring community members. We appreciate the
chance to shine a light on those qualities and
achievements.

The University of Idaho is proud to cultivate
the success and leadership found across our
state. We help students explore their future
through an outstanding educational experience — the Vandals
you’ll find among the honorees
are testimony to the bold places
our graduates go. We’re focused
on the innovation and discoveries that change our world. We
engage with communities to
solve problems and address
needs. We’re excited about our
mission of service.
As you’ll see, the honorees
here have already accomplished
a great deal. We look forward to
seeing how they continue to inspire others in the future.
Chuck Staben
President, University of Idaho
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Patrick Bageant
35 • Attorney, Hollystone Law

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

I do not have an inspirational
song, but I do sing and play a
lot of music — a process that is
inspirational all on its own!

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
My most important influences are,
without ranking:
(a) The Roman philosopher Marcus
Aurelius, whose 2,000-year-old writings still teach me lessons in how to
be a citizen and a leader;
(b) Judge Ruggero J. Aldisert (for
whom I served as a law clerk), who
taught me that most obstacles are opportunities in disguise; and
(c) Attorney Parker C. Folse, who
showed me via his living, breathing,
daily example how to practice law with
the character and integrity that our profession and our society require.
Each of these mentors has shaped who
I am, and each is (I hope!) at least dimly
reflected in how I carry myself each day.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.

Many lawyers are startled to discover that my sleeves are tattooed.
And many tattoo people are startled to
learn that I am a lawyer.
I have tried hard to fill my life with
diverse and interesting people, and
doing so has blessed me with experiences and influences that are broad.
As a result, it sometimes takes people
a little longer than usual to figure out

which box to put me in. This miscalibration of expectations sometimes
causes people to revisit their impressions of me in ways that can be
surprising. It is fun to watch.

Describe a perfect day.
A perfect day’s ingredients are not
rocket science: sunshine, exercise,
time with loved ones and a sense of
accomplishment when it is over. But
lately I have been adding something
extra. I have been trying to devote a
meaningful chunk of time each day
to just sitting and thinking — not
meditating or mindfulness, but thinking hard about something difficult,
perhaps a legal or political issue —
perhaps even thinking about thinking!
It is going out of style to approach
thought as a discipline or skill, perhaps because the information age is
hostile to actual knowledge, and I am
glad I began making the effort.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
In college, I read “Law’s Empire”
by Ronald Dworkin, and it caused a
permanent change in how I respond
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to the world. A central theme is
the difference between the “right”
conclusion and the “best” decision
— that the question, “What should
we do here?” can be answered by
identifying what’s probably best and
not fretting over what may be perfect.
Learning to pursue confidence in
my decisions rather than certainty
about the world or the meaning of
events was liberating.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
Inspiration is so deeply personal —
what works for me may not work for
you or even for me next year — that it
is difficult to imagine building a onesize-fits-all framework in advance.
I know that the people who inspire
me are the ones who show up, do
good work and project a sense of perspective about the value of human
heart and effort. As time passes, I
look less for people to follow or emulate and more for the parts of people
around me that I want to absorb and
reflect back into the world.
Continuing to become a person
worth reflecting in turn is how I hope
to inspire others.

Kyle Bellnap
30 • Vice President of Treasury Management, Northwest Bank

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?

Without question, my inspirational
song is “Thank God for You” by Sawyer Brown. I wouldn’t be anywhere or
much of anything if it weren’t for the
faith, love and support my wife and
family have given me for the almost
31 years I’ve been alive.
In the wise words of Sawyer Brown,
“I know exactly how lucky I am. It’s
high time, I’m giving some praise to
those that got me where I am today.”

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

Both personally and professionally,
I’d look to my dad, Jack, for always
demonstrating what a hard-working,
selfless man should do for his family;
and my mom, Debbie, for always being
there to support me through life’s ups
and downs, twists and turns.
I also thank my wife, Lacy, for the
inspiration she gives our daughter,
Emery, and me daily. She exemplifies
what it means to be kind and compassionate and has taught me that grace
and forgiveness are two of the best
strengths you can share with others.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.

Most people would be surprised to
know that my favorite Spotify and Pandora stations are Sawyer Brown. That I
feel like the oldest 30-year-old on earth
at times, who has progressed despite being a “millennial,” a young banker during
one of the nation’s worst recessionary
periods and dealing with life’s day-to-

day challenges. Who went to college in
Alaska and is so appreciative of my life
and the people who are close to me.
I grew up working in skate and snowboard shops, skating the mini-ramps
and transitions at Joe’s Skate Park in
Placerville, Calif., where my wife and
I grew up, and competed at the state
level in giant slalom, slalom and boardercross in high school.
Fast forward 12 years, and here I
am, humbled, happy and extremely honored to be a recipient of the
Accomplished Under 40 award,
in addition to being Boise’s Young
Professional of the Year in 2017.

Describe a perfect day.

1.) Coffee 2.) Hot Shower 3) Sunshine 4) Family 5) Iced Coffee (venti
unsweetened ice coffee from Starbucks, preferably) 6) Golf 7) Tacos 8)
Good Movie (not a romantic comedy,
preferably) 9) Good Book

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?

A seminal moment in my life happened when I moved to Alaska at
19 years old. I worked two jobs, one

as a bank teller and the other as a
snowboard and ski instructor.
I worked hard, graduated (on the
five-year plan) and got engaged to a
gal I met in the sixth grade and took
to homecoming sophomore year of
high school. I often tell people that
Alaska set me up, personally and
professionally. I had to move there to
get where I am today.
Looking back on the time I spent in
Alaska, I often ask why it happened
the way it did. However, I can’t ever
seem to come up with a tangible
answer. All I know is that I am happy
and thankful it did and believe these
things happen for a reason

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
I value humility, stability, honesty
and authenticity, especially in an era of
social media where people thrive on
instability. These four values were instilled in me at a young age, and I hope
to inspire others — my family, peers
and fellow millennials — by being a
living demonstration of what it means
to live by these. Anything worth doing
is worth overdoing.
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Matthew Blandford
31 • Preconstruction/Development Manager, Andersen Construction

Do you have an
inspirational song?
Why?
Bruce Springsteen’s “Waiting
on a Sunny Day.” It will inject life
into you no matter the day, time,
place or even mood you are in.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
Inspiration can come from a variety of sources depending on the circumstances. My parents have been a great
inspiration, both personally and professionally. Growing
up in western Alaska provided a great platform to develop
a work ethic at a very young age. This coupled with my
parents’ influence is unparalleled regarding my approach
to everyday life, both personally and in business.
Additionally, I’m inspired by all the great people that I
work with day in and day out at Andersen Construction. We
are a third-generation, family-owned general contractor,
and every employee truly is part of the family.

What would people be surprised to know
about you? Tell the story.
I was born and raised in the city of Nome, a small coastal
community in western Alaska, just below the Arctic Circle.
As a kid, I used to competitively race/mush sled dogs. Races included mile sprints and 5-to-10 mile runs with three
to five dogs.
I was also very active as a volunteer for the world’s longest sled dog race, the Iditarod, which occurs every March
starting in Anchorage and ending in my hometown of
Nome.

Describe a perfect day.
Personally, a perfect day would be hanging out with my
wife and two sons anywhere outside with the sun shining
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and not a cloud in the sky. The day would end with a barbecue with family and friends and a cold beer.
Professionally, it doesn’t get much better than the first
concrete pour of a major project. I love hitting the jobsite
in the early morning hours before sunrise with everyone
excited to be awake at 3 a.m. to get after it. It’s a different
energy. There’s nothing like it.

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand out
as an epiphany?
Personally, the birth of my first son really put things into
perspective. Daily responsibilities at work come and go;
your responsibilities as a father and husband never waver.
Professional success means nothing if you don’t also
find and subsequently achieve personal success.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?
Leading by example sounds rather cliché, but those who
do it are often the most successful, personally and professionally. I hope that inspiration to others comes from
the discipline, respect and passion that I try to bring to
each day and every conversation.
“Treat people the way you want to be treated” was
a staple in my home growing up and continues to be
a foundation for my approach to everyday life. I was
once told that no matter the circumstances, euphoric or
difficult, to speak kind truths. Speaking honestly and with
integrity creates the strongest relationships.

Brittany Brand
36 • Associate Professor, Boise State University

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?
The lyrics of “Vivir Mi Vida” by
Marc Anthony translate to, “I’m going to laugh, dance, enjoy. … Live
my life.”
You must work hard to follow
your dreams. However, career success does not equal happiness.
There was a time early in my career
when I was completely consumed
by my work. I loved what I was doing,
but I was slowly becoming exhausted
both mentally and physically. I knew I
needed an outlet — something unrelated to my career.
This is when I began salsa dancing, which helped me relieve stress
and experience a new world, a new
passion and new friends. I fell in love
with the music and the movement,
and learned that there is so much
more to life. So work hard, but also
remember to laugh, dance, enjoy and
live your life.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?
My biggest inspirations throughout
my career are my professors. I have
been blessed to work with and learn
from professors who helped me mature as a scientist and fueled my enthusiasm for geology by sharing their
own passion for science.

What would people be surprised to know about you?
Tell the story.
As one could probably deduce from
my first answer, my passion aside

from studying volcanoes is dance. I
met the love of my life dancing salsa
and married him three years later.
Our wedding first dance was a fully
choreographed bachata-cha cha-salsa
melody. The choreography began with
a dramatic spin out where the bottom
of my wedding dress detached, transitioning into a salsa dress.
My husband and I have also competed in local salsa competitions and
performed regionally at salsa events.

Describe a perfect day.
While I love my work, my idea of
a perfect day is one where I spend
quality time with my husband and
daughter.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
I still have my first rock. My grandmother gave it to me when I was 7,
and I was convinced that the vein of
quartz running through the middle
was a diamond.
Determined to prove my hypothesis, I checked out books from the library, took notes on identifying miner-

als and tested the vein. My mom even
caught me trying to cut the glass of
my bedroom window (diamond cuts
glass), which I tried to convince her
was all right because we were going
to be rich and could replace the glass.
I feel lucky to have found my passion for geology and science so
young.

Looking to the future: How
do you hope to inspire others?
I tell my graduate students that the
best part of being an advisor is that
I learn as much from them as they
learn from me. Each research project
surprises us, takes new directions and
teaches us unexpected lessons about
our natural world and often ourselves.
I strive to inspire my students to
not only conduct quality science, but
also to develop projects with a clear
benefit to society. I also emphasize
the importance of sharing both our
science and enthusiasm for science
with the general public, and encourage my students to be active in outreach throughout their education and
careers.
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Adan David Callsen
36 • Event Director, Idaho Botanical Garden

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

Music has always been a powerful force for me. I currently am
inspired by the song “This is Me”
from the motion picture “The
Greatest Showman.”
I love that it promotes diversity and encourages individuals
to embrace their uniqueness. I
love that it reminds us all that we
have a place in this world.

Who has inspired you in your life?
In your career? And why?

I am inspired by the students of One Stone, who truly
inspire me to be a better man. One Stone is a student-led
nonprofit organization that makes students better leaders.
It is their selfless acts that influenced my decision to form
FLIP (Families Living in Inspired Places). As part of that
team, I am inspired by the students’ abilities to connect
directly to community members and create life-changing
experiences. These developing leaders always surprise me
with their thoughtfulness, empathy and grit.

Who (living or dead) would you like to have
dinner with and why? What would you ask
them?

I would be honored to join former First Lady Michelle
Obama for dinner. She was such an inspiring leader and
advocate that I would love to hear her story firsthand.
Michelle Obama, to me, was a great example of class and
always demonstrated such integrity. I would love to hear
her thoughts on how to balance personal and professional relationships in the limelight. I would ask her how she
remained poised while always supporting her husband,
President Obama. I view her as a major force in the political
realm and someone who has accomplished great things.

Describe a perfect day.

A perfect day would include getting out in nature and
enjoying beautiful Idaho weather. I love fall most: the crisp
air, changing colors in the trees and a warm campfire in
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the backyard.
This perfect day would include wine tasting with friends,
a shared dinner on the back patio and the sound of great
folk music. It would include great conversations with a diverse group of people and fun stories of shared memories.

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand out
as an epiphany?

My experience living in Las Vegas was a defining moment in my life. It gave me a deeper understanding of what
really matters most to me. Moving away taught me how
much I really love Idaho.
During that time, I pushed myself to work outside my
comfort zone and really press the boundaries of my various
capabilities. It was that unique environment that enabled
me to begin thinking differently about my methods and
general outlook. The skills I developed then helped shape
my approach to event planning now.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?

Fulfillment in my life is often found in endless learning
opportunities and the ability to positively influence others
on a larger scale. I find much satisfaction in helping make
a difference in this community.
The lives of so many individuals with unique backgrounds inspires me to be a better person and hopefully
inspire others. It is that opportunity to make a difference
and create a more dynamic Boise that is the nature of who
I am. I strive to lead by example with a hard work ethic that
I hope inspires others.

Surbir Chadha
36 • Vice President & Commercial Loan Officer, Idaho Independent Bank

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

My favorite soccer team, Liverpool FC, has a tradition during
home games that has always
inspired me. Before the game,
the crowd will emphatically sing
“You’ll Never Walk Alone.”
Hearing 55,000 people chant
“YNWA” still gives me goosebumps even though I have
heard it hundreds of times. The chorus goes, “Walk on,
walk on with hope in your heart, and you’ll never walk
alone.” The crowd has at times used the song during
the game to provide a much-needed boost to the team.

Who has inspired you in your life? In your
career? And why?

My grandfather and my dad have both inspired all
aspects of my life. My grandfather left India to move to
England in 1965 when he was already 56 years old. He
worked in the construction industry as a carpenter until
he retired.
My dad was 12 years old when he arrived in England and spoke very little English. By the time he
was done with his education, he had obtained his
Ph.D. and worked at Micron as an engineer. They
had vastly different careers, but they both had a
tireless work ethic and weren’t afraid to take risks.

Who (living or dead) would you like to have
dinner with and why? What would you ask
them?

Wade Michael Page, the man responsible for the 2012
Oak Creek shooting. Mr. Page entered a Sikh temple in
Oak Creek, Wis., and fatally shot six people and wounded four others.
I was raised in the Sikh faith, and I would want to
show Mr. Page what the religion is based on. I would tell
him that over 80,000 Sikh soldiers died fighting alongside U.S. and British troops during both world wars.
I would show him that the temple he entered offers a
free meal to anyone, regardless of their race or religion.

Describe a perfect day.

I have always had a passion for fast cars, so my perfect
day would revolve around that.
I would say a perfect day would be having a race track
like Laguna Seca in Monterey, Calif., all to myself, driving a
Porsche GT3 cup car at the instruction of a professional driver.

Looking back on your life, what seminal moments or one defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?

The birth of my daughter was a seminal moment in my
life. Holding her for the first time was one of the best moments in my life so far. I would say becoming a parent in
general is an epiphany. It brings on a completely different
perspective and set of responsibilities.
Being a parent has taught me many things, but I think
the biggest thing it has taught me is to slow down and enjoy the little things. It is easy to get carried away in life and
in work, wanting the next big thing, new houses, new cars,
that promotion. Being a parent has literally taught me to
stop and smell the roses, except my daughter is a year and
a half old, and it’s not roses we are stopping to smell!

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?

By practicing what I preach. Often times, I have been
told that I am a silent leader, and that my actions speak
louder than my words. It seems that society has allowed
those that yell the loudest to take control, even though
their actions paint a different picture.
My favorite Mahatma Gandhi quote is, “Be the change
you want to see in the world.” Maybe it’s time for the quiet
ones to stand up.
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Justin Cranney
37 • Attorney, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?
No. I listen to a wide variety of
music, but do not have an inspirational song or genre.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
I do not have one person who
has inspired me at a pivotal moment of my life or has
caused such an impact on me that I can attribute my success in life and career to that person.
Instead, countless people have encouraged and pushed
(and sometimes dragged) me to achieve something greater. I am grateful for each one of these people, who have
all dedicated time or provided an example to help me succeed.

What would people be surprised to know
about you? Tell the story.
I delivered our sixth child. While my wife was in labor,
the doctor asked if I wanted to cut the umbilical cord. I
answered that I planned on it, as I had done it for all our
other children. After learning that I had cut the umbilical
cord for our five other children, the doctor asked if I wanted
to deliver our new child. With my affirmative response, she
instructed me to suit up, and I put on the medical gown,
gloves and mask. When Ivy was born, I caught her and was
able to hand her to my wife.

Describe a perfect day.
A perfect day will start with sleeping in past 7 a.m. Then
I will take my family into the mountains, beyond cell signal
range and the heat of the valley. In the mountains, we will
hike, explore, play in streams, have a picnic and go gold
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panning. On the way home, we will stop in Emmett and
pick apples. Once home, we will have a pizza and ice cream
party with the kids. After the kids are in bed, my wife and
I will relax and continue watching whatever show we are
bingeing (currently, NCIS).

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand out
as an epiphany?
The births of each of my six children have been seminal
moments in my life. The sheer joy of having a new child,
with the countervailing feeling of overwhelming responsibility, causes deep introspection and pondering on how I
can be the best father for each of my children, provide for
each of them and make the time for each of them, so they
will have the best opportunities.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?
I do not plan my day, week or long-term goals with the
intent to inspire others. I have two objectives in life:
1) to focus on my family and their happiness and wellbeing;
2) fulfill my duties and excel in my profession.
If, in fulfilling these goals, I can provide inspiration to
others trying to balance life, work and family, then that is
the inspiration I hope to share.

Congratulations to All
2018 Accomplished Under Forty Honorees.

Congratulations from
The Idaho Bank®

We commend our friend and collegue, Surbir, and all
of the Accomplished Under 40 honorees for their
dedication, hard work, and invaluable contributions
to our community. May your future efforts be equally
successful and rewarding.

Cody Freston
COO/Partner, Doctor’s
Hospice of Idaho

The Arid Club celebrates
our member, Cody Freston, for
his selection as an Accomplished
Under Forty honoree.
We recognize his leadership and
commitment to our community.

Surbir Chadha
Vice President &
Commercial Loan Ofﬁcer

The Arid Club is a discreet and exclusive club for executive and professional peers,
offering exceptional personalized service and unsurpassed quality.

1137 W. River St. • Boise, Idaho 83707
Phone: (208) 343-4631 • www.aridclub.org

TheIdahoBank.com | 800.897.4863
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W A Y

ACCOMPLISHED
AND

INSPIRING
Congratulations to the Justin Cranney and William Fletcher
and to all the other honorees selected for the 2018
“Accomplished Under 40” award. It is a pleasure to honor
these leaders who have achieved success before the age
of 40.
Hawley Troxell is Idaho’s premier, full service business law
firm. Our customized approach, The Hawley Troxell Way, uses a
team of attorneys or one-to-one counsel to meet your specific
legal needs. And, best of all, our nationally renowned legal
services come with a local address.

Justin Cranney

William Fletcher

BOISE / COEUR D’ALENE / IDAHO FALLS / POCATELLO / RENO /
Call 208.344.6000 or visit www.hawleytroxell.com

Gabrielle Davis
35 • COPD educator/inpatient tobacco cessation coordinator,
St. Luke’s Health System-Boise

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

“Don’tTouch My Hair” by Solange.
This song resonates with me largely
because of the community I live in.
In 2016, I moved to Boise from
Chicago — a very large city with
more than 20 times the number of
African-American folks. Since moving to Boise, countless people have
asked to touch my hair — a request
that gets very tiring after a while.
Interestingly enough, the hair often
sparks a conversation, which ends in a
sharing of knowledge and understanding. While some folks might not think
of this song as “inspirational,” the end
result most certainly is.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

One person who has been very inspirational to me since I was a child is
my beautician in Detroit, Jackie. She
has always been a sounding board for
ideas, has supported me and offered
encouragement during tough times
and continues to push me to do better.
Jackie has served many roles in my
life — friend, mentor, critic, support
system, teacher and more. She has always instilled a sense of compassion
and service while keeping me on track,
telling me when I am out of line and
reminding me to take care of myself.

What would people be surprised to know about you?
Tell the story.

People would be surprised to learn
about my interest in Holocaust history. Unfortunately, the Holocaust was
hardly covered while I was in high
school. It was not until age 17, while
working in the nutrition department at
the local hospital, that I encountered

a person with a number tattooed on
his forearm. Through that meeting, I
learned about the Holocaust.
Since then, I’ve spent countless
hours reading and researching to
learn more about this tragic piece of
history. In 2016, my wife and I were
fortunate enough to travel to Poland
and visit the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp and explore Krakow
and Warsaw. It was a life-changing
experience, and I continue to learn
as much as possible about this event.

Describe a perfect day.

The perfect day for me would consist
of playing Scrabble with a live person
and board, not an app. I am a Scrabble
fanatic and own a collection of Scrabble games dating back to the late 1930s.
If I could also play “Paw Patrol” with
my nephew sometime during the day,
it would truly be amazing.
Working and going to graduate
school full time means long hours
and busy days and nights, with minimal “me” time. Any day where I can
relax at home with my family and a
home-cooked meal is a strong contender for the “perfect day.”

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
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In 2017, after working with the Youth
Alliance for Diversity for some time, I
had an epiphany that ultimately led me
to the masters in counseling program at
Boise State University. I recalled reading
about the suicide rates in Idaho, which
are some of the highest in the country.
On top of that, many youth I worked
with each week at the Youth Alliance for
Diversity shared their frustrations at the
lack of affordable, queer mental health
professionals in the Boise area. Some
folks even shared their horrifying experiences at conversion camps in Idaho. After
hearing these stories and seeing the great
need that exists, the vision became clear.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

Leading by example and helping folks
when I am able to are the ways I hope
to inspire others. Specifically, I hope to
inspire youth who identify as queer or
people of color, so they are able to relate to someone just like them.
I plan to keep my position with St.
Luke’s once I graduate, so I can afford
to offer counseling free of charge two
evenings a week and two weekend days
per month to youth in need. The youth
will receive counseling in exchange for
volunteer hours at local nonprofits.
My vision is that all youth recognize
that they are worthy, capable of anything and supported.

Lindsay Erb
39 • Architect/Associate, CTA, Inc.

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

One song? No way! But here is
a partial list from the soundtrack
of my life (all very singable with
lyrics that are merely a suggestion):
“American Pie” – Don McLean
“Good Riddance” – Green Day
“Old Man” – Neil Young
“Closer to Fine” – Indigo Girls
“Styrofoam Boots/It’s All Nice On Ice, Alright” – Modest Mouse
“Take a Look” – Irma Thomas
“Going Against Your Mind” – Built to Spill
“You’re the Lucky One” – Allison Krauss
“The FirstTime Ever I SawYour Face” – Ewan MacColl (performed by Johnny Cash and about a hundred other folks)
“Keep Your Heart Young” – Brandi Carlile
“No Hard Feelings” – The Avett Brothers
All downloadable on iTunes…enjoy!

Who has inspired you in your life?
In your career? And why?

Melinda Gates is amazing for many reasons: advocate,
philanthropist, mother…the list goes on. She wrote an article titled, “We’re sending our daughters into a workplace
designed for our dads,” which resonated with me like crazy.
Throughout my career, I have been inspired by so many
women coming to work with compassion and empathy and
the ability to balance their jobs with their home life. Single
moms, moms with partners, women getting after it to have
a voice at the table — are all powerful Wonder Women!

Who (living or dead) would you like to have
dinner with and why? What would you ask
them?

I would like to host a dinner party with powerful people
like Eleanor Roosevelt, Rosie the Riveter, Gloria Steinem,
Barbara Walters, Oprah Winfrey, Madonna, Sheryl Sandberg and Beyoncé, and soak in their radiance.
I would not ask them questions, but would offer an apology for where we are today and that all their hard work

has been not forgotten. We will rise above and get back to
where we need to be.

Describe a perfect day.

I feel like my days are filled with so much hustle and
bustle at warp speed that I long for a serious lounge day!
Coffee in bed; coffee on a bright, sunny patio; a nap; a lovely glass of rosé on the same patio after said nap, listening
to music and belly laughing with friends. Maybe a massage
worked in there followed by a pedicure, of course.
Oh, and I should go for some sort of hike in nature. And
then a glass of rosé on the patio again, overlooking the
ocean. Dang, that sounds perfect!

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand out
as an epiphany?

Life isn’t just rainbows and unicorns and kittens — it’s
hard. Realizing that the path I take is my choice, the attitude
in which I embrace this path is my choice, the boundaries
I set, the small-to-large wins I celebrate, the people I surround myself with — all are my choice. The voice I use, my
choice. Being happy and being awesome, my choice.
Every day we all get to make this choice. Some days it
can work out, some days not so much, but when I realized
that it was indeed up to me…mind blown!

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?

Be Kind. Be Kind. Be Kind. Listen. Empower. Embrace life
with the enthusiasm of my 5-year-old son, Ridley!
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Steven Feldstein
39 • Associate Professor/Frank & Bethine
Church Chair of Public Affairs, Boise State University

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
My parents – both came from
exceptional circumstances and
were able to succeed despite
many challenges.
My dad grew up in a household
that struggled with money early in
his life. He became the first in his
family to attend college and ended up with a Princeton Ph.D. and a
career as a lifelong professor in Indiana.
My mother grew up in Hong Kong
and came to the U.S. to attend college at Kansas University. Despite a
jarring shift from the bright lights/big
city of Hong Kong to the cornfields
of Lawrence, she thrived, decided to
settle in the States and eventually

vated with his novels and stories.
A few months ago, I sat in his house
in Ketchum and reflected on his final
weeks and months — I found this pro-

I’ve traveled extensively to coun-

a more intriguing person with whom

tries where serious human rights

to have a conversation.

violations occur. I’ve met with activists, opposition leaders, journalists

Describe a perfect day.
Hard trail run/mountain bike ride
in the morning, sumptuous Italian

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you
ask them?

sea, long dinner surrounded by family

after moving to Boise did I realize
what a large influence he had in Idaho. From a young age, I’ve been capti-

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

foundly moving. It’s hard to imagine

became a U.S. citizen.

I’d choose Ernest Hemingway. Only

time in the hospital after he was born.

lunch, extended siesta, drinks by the
and friends.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
Holding our baby boy for the first
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and many others who are fighting a
daily struggle against repression and
abuse.
Despite grave personal threats to
their safety, these individuals persevere and continue to push for justice
and change. Their courage is an inspiration to us all.
To the extent I can share and channel their stories into my own work, I
hope this will encourage my students
and people in my network to seek
change and greater truth.
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Eva Fithen
29 • Marketing Manager, T-O Engineers

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

“Work” by Britney Spears.
If you want something, you
have to work hard to get it!

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?

My father has served as an
inspiration in my life. Growing
up, he was a successful businessman who found a way
to serve his clients and make it home each night to coach
my team or watch my games. Many times, he served
as a father figure to the other athletes on my team. His
compassion for others and solid work ethic never went
unnoticed. My father has truly taught me the importance
of being successful and following your dreams through
hard work and kindness.

Who (living or dead) would you like to have
dinner with and why? What would you ask
them?

I would love to have dinner with Oprah Winfrey. She
is one of the most successful women of our time and
has worked hard to overcome adversity, empowering
everyone along the way.
The other day, I was listening to her podcast, and
she said, “Luck is being prepared when an opportunity
arises. So prepare!” She is truly brilliant, and I would
love to talk to her about her amazing life and everyone
she has interviewed along the way.

Describe a perfect day.

A perfect day is spending time with my husband
while traveling a new country. We would spend the
day meeting new people, learning about the culture,
eating local foods and sipping local wine.

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
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I graduated during the end of the recession. Every
job I applied for had tons of applicants, many of
whom had over 20 years of experience and were
trying to get back into the workforce. I spent nine
months applying to everything and anything that had
something to do with my field.
I was truly at the end of rope, and then I got a position working as the marketing assistant at the Boise
Towne Square. I spent my time in that position taking
in as much information as possible. I worked as hard
and as many hours as I could and learned to never
say no to any project or opportunity thrown my way.
That position led me to leading my own marketing
department at T-O Engineers.
I will always appreciate that period in my life where I
learned to always have the hunger to learn as much as
possible and to be thankful to have a career.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?

I hope to inspire young women to know that through
hard work, determination and a strong but kind presence, you can accomplish anything you want. One of
the best lessons I ever learned is to be confident in
who I am as an individual and a professional woman.
I want to ensure that all women feel this way, whether
they are walking into a boardroom full of men or onto
a stage in front of an audience.
I hope through my work with T-O Women Succeed,
Women’s Transportation Seminar and other women-led
initiatives, I can empower others to become leaders in
their professional and personal lives.

Andrew Fletcher
31 • 21st CCLC & Student Engagement Coordinator,
Idaho State Department of Education

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?
My inspirational song is “Heart
of a Champion” by Nelly because
the heart of a champion gives everything in the game regardless
of the outcome.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
Rita Pierson once said, “Every
child deserves a champion: an
adult who will never give up on
them, who understands the power of connection and insists they
become the best they can possibly
be.”
The adult champion in my life
was my high school cross-country
coach and math teacher. He believed that I could do something
more if I was passionate and interested. He advocated for me and
never gave up.
Through his guidance, I strived
to be the best runner I could be.
He taught me that being the best
was not just showing up to the
meet and running the fastest, it
was spending countless hours and
days out on the streets pounding
the pavement. He showed me a
positive identity through running.
All the aspects of hard work, dedication and positive identity that
I learned through running I have
been able to apply to other areas
of my life and career.

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you
ask them?
I would like to have dinner with
Kobe Bryant because I would like
to learn more about the “mamba
mentality,” which is what he describes as being able to constantly
be the best version of yourself. I
would ask Kobe Bryant how he
maintained this mentality through
public scrutiny and how people
could incorporate the mamba mentality in other aspects of their life
(outside of sports).

Describe a perfect day.
A perfect day is sunshine, an
open dirt trail, great songs on the
iPod and endless miles of running.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
Looking back on my life, there
are three seminal moments: the
day my wife and I got married,
when my first child was born and
when I accepted a position as an
after-school coordinator working
with at-risk high school students.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
I hope to inspire others by having fun and being energetic. I love
life and want others to see how the
right mindset and positive affirmation can influence our happiness.
I hope to help others feel better
about themselves, be more focused
and jam. BooYa!!
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Taylor
Mossman -Fletcher
39 • Attorney/Owner, Mossman Law Office

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

“Zooropa” by U2. A good
friend of mine put it on a mixtape
for me in high school (I fall into
the older group of this bunch),
and the song has been a source
of motivation/inspiration since.
The song has one of those riffs
that makes you want to move. It
is almost uncomfortable to sit
still and listen to it. The last lines of the lyrics are:
“She’s gonna dream up the world she wants to live in.
She’s gonna dream out loud.” I love the practice of imagining myself in a future scene of my life, and then someday
making that scene a reality.

Who has inspired you in your life?
In your career? And why?

In my life, my brother, Ben, and my mother, Barb. My
brother struggled with a significant disability. In the face
of this, he found humor, challenged himself and was humble. My mother was his primary caregiver, and while she
showed patience and respect for him, she simultaneously
challenged me and taught me gratitude.
In my career, it is my dad. In the course of his career, he accomplished the epitome of the work-life balance. He worked
hard at being the best lawyer he could be and was rewarded
with multiple professional awards. He also worked hard at
balancing his practice with artwork, travel and various sports.

Who (living or dead) would you like to have dinner with and why? What would you ask them?

Sacajawea/Sacagawea because I think it would be helpful for her to tell me how crazy I am for whining when my
husband doesn’t turn the coffee pot on and because I think
she has a pretty incredible story.

What would people be surprised to know
about you? Tell the story.

That I have climbed the nine highest peaks in Idaho. I
don’t look like a mountain climber, but I love being one.
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Describe a perfect day.

I sleep until 8:30. I sip coffee while my kids eat breakfast;
get dressed; comb their hair; put socks, shoes and a coat
on — all at a pace that doesn’t resemble a sloth.
The kids go to school, and my husband and I drive to
Tamarack. We ski in fresh snow under blue-bird skies. We
have an après-ski IPA.
We pick the kids up and enjoy a meal at Barbacoa without me having to say, “Use your manners” one single time.
Not even to my husband. Ha! I read stories and snuggle
my kiddos, and then binge on Netflix with my husband.

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand out
as an epiphany?

Deciding to go to law school. That decision resulted in
my career as a lawyer, it is where I met my husband and,
eventually how I came to have three beautiful daughters.
I also have a dog and a cat named after John’s Alley in
Moscow. Cat=Johnny. Dog=Alley.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?

I would like to inspire others in a fashion that is similar to how my dad inspired me. In particular, I would like
to show women that it is possible and, more importantly,
fulfilling to have work-life balance. I would like to inspire
women to realize that the phrase “have it all” is completely
self-defined and is only something you can gift to yourself,
not prove to others.

William
Fletcher
38 • Attorney, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
I’ve been a big classic rock fan
my whole life. Anything by Led
Zeppelin, the Rolling Stones or the
Beatles will get me moving. I even
lip-synced to a Janis Joplin song in
my second-grade talent show.
I’m not sure that any one song
rises above the rest, but these
songs definitely have been the
soundtrack to my life.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?
I’ve been fortunate to have many
inspiring people play roles in various
aspects of my life. Teachers, coaches,
professors, bosses, even friends have
all inspired me in various ways, and
I’m grateful for their wisdom and the
examples they’ve each set. They have
all shown a selflessness in investing
in other people and displayed the patience it takes to help another person
learn.

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you
ask them?
Thomas Jefferson and Ben Franklin. I’m hard pressed to think of
anyone else in history with more

breadth in their life and work. If I
could have dinner with them, I think
the key would simply be to get them
talking about anything, whether it is
science, agriculture, politics, philosophy, even wine, and it would be
a very interesting conversation. I
would do a lot of listening.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.
I do hot yoga three or four mornings per week. There are no bad days
after you’ve spent an hour exercising
in a room heated to 104 F.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
I view life as a long series of successes and failures that build wisdom
over time. I can’t trace anything I’ve
learned about life and the world to
any one particular moment. Rather,
any pearls of wisdom I possess have
been tested and thought about over
the long haul. Every day has the potential to sow new insight, and every
day helps define the world around
me.

Describe a perfect day.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

Any sunny day doing something
adventurous with my wife and daughters that ends with some pizza and a
couple of brews. Powder days on a
snowboard and days spent mountain
biking are also perfect.

I always have been inspired by discipline, hard work and ingenuity. If I’m
fortunate, someday someone will say
they were inspired by those traits in
me. I would consider that a very high
compliment.
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Rialin Flores
31 • Program Director, Conservation Voters for Idaho

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

Bomba Estéreo’s “Soy Yo.”
The song is about being yourself in the face of adversity and
criticism and celebrating your
unique qualities — and it’s fun.
Every time it comes on, I
want to dance. If you haven’t
seen the music video, do it.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career? And why?

In life, I’m inspired by everyday people who work hard,
who test their limits and boundaries in service of others
and who give of themselves in small ways: the fifth-grade
teacher who stays late to encourage her students who need
more support, the single mom working multiple jobs to
provide a better life for her kids, the community leader
who takes time to get to know her neighbors and the real
issues they face. We find our best people in the trenches.
When it comes to my career, I’m lucky to be surrounded
by smart, hard-working and inspiring professionals like
Courtney Washburn, Hannah Brass Greer, Kathy Griesmyer,
Quinn Perry, Kimberlee Kruesi and so many more.

What would people be surprised to know
about you? Tell the story.

I’m intrigued by pioneers, by people who boldly leap into
new arenas and open doors for others to follow. I would
love to have dinner with people like Sandra Day O’Connor,
Frida Kahlo, Sally Ride, Amelia Earhart, Althea Gibson and
Belva Lockwood. I want to know what encouraged them to
be bold and to move into courtrooms, boardrooms, sporting events and art galleries where folks like them had never
been, and how they persisted in their fields when others
stood in their way.

Describe a perfect day.

My perfect day includes activities outside spent with
family and friends, preferably near a mountain or river;
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home-cooked meals where I try a new technique or ingredient; and sunsets while listening to Lou Reed and sipping
sangria in the park.

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand out
as an epiphany?

During the 2017 Public Lands Rally, I remember that moment at the podium before I spoke. When I looked out over
the crowd, I saw fifth-generation Idahoans covered head to
toe in camo, standing next to children holding signs asking
for a future that included opportunities past generations
were afforded: to live free in the West, to have room to
roam and grow.
In that moment, I was reminded of the honor and privilege it is to do this work. Our issues — and our values of
clean air, clean water and public lands — are Idaho values.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?

I hope to always lift as I climb, to bring others along with
me and to provide opportunities for the next generation of
conservation leaders to learn and grow. In these efforts, I
also think it’s important to help others see their potential
to make a difference.
Our efficacy is not marked by the positions we hold or by
the length of our resumes. The ability to make a difference
in our communities and for future generations depends
on us showing up, rolling up our sleeves and doing the
day-to-day work.

Cody Matthew
Freston
37 • Chief Operations Officer/Partner, Doctor’s Hospice of Idaho

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

Right now, I really like “One
Foot” by Walk the Moon. It has
great lyrics:
“I’ve got your back if you’ve got
mine. One foot in front of the other…and keep making progress.”

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?

My family has been tremendously
inspiring in my life. Many of my family
members are self-employed and very
hard working. I learned a lot growing up
with these businesses, whether it was an
independent bookstore, an oil-well directional drilling company, a hair salon, race
horses, a magazine or a dairy farm.
Every one of them worked very hard
and with passion and drive, day in and
out. I can’t thank them enough for their
work ethic and instilling an attitude to
“do what is right and go the extra mile.”

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.

You may be surprised to know that
both of my great-grandparents on my
father’s side were deaf.They were signers. My great-grandmother lived well
into my lifetime and was a very hard
worker and dedicated human. She
taught her children, grandchildren,
and great-grandchildren (including me)
how to sign.
I hadn’t used sign language in quite
some time, but found myself in a dan-

gerous situation in Tunisa a few years
back. As luck had it, I found a group of
deaf travelers, and when the safety announcements were made in sign language, I immediately understood, knew
what to do and got my friend and myself back to our ship, avoiding danger. I
am very grateful for that skillset, which
I sadly hadn’t used in quite some time.

Describe a perfect day.

“I would have to say April 25th because it is not too hot, not too cold. All
you need is a light jacket!”
Honestly, a perfect day for me would
include an early morning visit to the
farmers market, a leisurely lunch at
one of Boise’s local farm-to-table restaurants, some great live music and ending
with a drive in my 1931 Chevy, which
was owned by my grandfather, and later my uncle, Bert. It belongs to me now,
as they are both deceased, and I feel extremely connected to my roots when I
drive that car. It also tops out at 45 mph!

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?

In 2013, I was an area vice president
for a large, multi-site home health and
hospice company. I decided to leave a
very comfortable career and venture
out on my own, and in a new city. I
moved to Boise from Ogden, Utah, and
I knew maybe five people here.
I spoke to my parents about what I
wanted to do.They offered me support
and encouragement, saying, “We will
miss you, but you gotta do it!” It was a
great reinvention!
Since then, I have found a great circle
of friends and colleagues, and now family members have relocated to Boise, as
well. Seeing me thrive here, they say, “We
get it!This is where you need to be!”

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

I would hope to inspire others to be
kind and honest in their dealings with
other inhabitants on this Earth. I would
hope that I would inspire someone to
make a move and reinvent themselves
and create roots in a community that
they may not have been from originally.
Get involved in your community
and be contributing and philanthropic.
Give of your time, talent or treasures,
in whatever capacity you can.
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Erin Gorringe
36 • Marketing and Communications Manager, Girl Scouts of Silver Sage

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

There is a song for every occasion. If I had to pick one, Janelle
Monáe’s “Tightrope” because it’s
all about balance — not getting too
high or too low, with it comes to
praise and criticism. She calls it a
tutorial for everyday, working people. Plus the song is really great
funk, with a nod to James Brown,
and you can’t help but dance

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

In work and in life, all things take
understanding, compassion, passion and hard work with diligence.
I’m always inspired by the passions
of others. I have found inspiration
in listening to other people’s stories
and hearing the passion they have for
their cause.
On the same token, I find inspiration with motivation when others
don’t have as strong of a voice. I’ve
been inspired by the compassion and
hard work of my grandmothers, Betty and Loreen, and the stories of my
great-grandmothers.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.

I have a bigger fear of rabbits than I
do most other wild animals. In working with animals, I have restrained
and trained everything from feral cats
and wild dogs to Gila monsters, African porcupines, vultures and eagles,
a Komodo dragon and more — but
for some reason, I can’t trust a rabbit.

Describe a perfect day.

A perfect day can change with the
seasons. Right now, early morning
work in the yard or on the ranch or
participating in the Girls on the Run
5K, followed by a good Idaho outdoor
adventure like hiking, fishing or paddle boarding. Of course, it ends with
good food, friends and family.
The perfect day fulfills mind,
body and soul, and that can present
through so many different variables.
I try to adhere to the word of a local
wise man who said, “Every day is a
great day, some are just better than
others.”

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?

I try to take every decision and action as an opportunity. One thing from
college that really stuck was always
taking the opportunity to learn and
play, which is just to allow discovery.
That is easy to say when your risks
are low, but it takes practice and strategy to apply it to real life and making
big decisions.
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When you fail, you learn, and what
makes you strong is failing again and
again. If you win, you can lead. If you
lose, you can guide.
I can’t choose a defining moment or
moments because they are all building blocks. One can’t exist without the
other.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

I can only hope to inspire others
through my own authenticity, compassion and leading by example. My
hope is that everyone finds something
they love and works on it — maybe
it’s volunteer work and community
service, maybe it’s working on vintage
cars and restoring something, maybe
it’s taking your kids fishing and showing them what nature has to offer.
Whatever it is, I hope people take
the time to look outside themselves
and see the bigger picture, and that
starts with doing just one thing. Do
that one thing, and you’ll probably
find another and then another. Pretty
soon, you’re sharing excitement and
passion, and you’re helping others.
You’re involved in things that matter
to you, and you’re making the world
a better place.

Zach Higgins
32 • Managing Member, Wright Brothers, The Building Company

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

Eminem’s “Lose Yourself.”
“Look, if you had one shot, one opportunity
To seize everything you ever wanted,
One moment
Would you capture it or just let it slip?”
In life and business, taking a leap of
faith can be an extremely scary thing,
but believing in yourself enough to go
after the things that you want is the only
way to make your own future. Fear of the
unknown is always the worst, but I have
grown to learn that I have an incredible
support system around me, and there
hasn’t been a situation we weren’t able
to overcome working together.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

I am a very competitive person, and I
am driven to become the best that I can
be. I find inspiration for my drive in my
family, friends, colleagues, partners and
competitors, as they have all inspired
me to continue to push my limits.
In business, my biggest inspiration
has been my wife’s grandfather. A Depression-era kid, he started his family
in a remodeled chicken coop in Sparks,
Nev. By the time he was in his 20s, he
already had become a self-made millionaire and grew into one of the largest
developers in northern Nevada.
His influence and intelligence grew
communities and supported hundreds
of families with gainful employment
and mentorship. He diversified himself
in several markets and was able to control his future and independence, which
is what I strive to do.
There hasn’t been a situation that I
have brought to him that he wasn’t able
to coach me through, given a similar experience in his lifetime. His mentorship

has helped shape me into who I am today, as his success has inspired me to
want to provide for my family in the way
that he did his.

It’s so important to me that my kids learn
to be resourceful and self-dependent in
life, and I don’t know of a better way to
teach that than the outdoors.

Who (living or dead) would you
like to have dinner with and why?
What would you ask them?

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?

If I could meet one person, it would
be Franklin Delano Roosevelt. FDR held
the free world together through the
worst economic downturn our country has ever faced. When times were at
their worst, he was able to inspire our
people to go to war to defend a country
that, at the time, was not an easy place
to provide for a family. His leadership
set the U.S. up for economic prosperity
for generations to come.
I would ask him how he was able to
muster the fortitude and leadership to
instill inspiration in people who were
at their lowest point to rise above their
circumstances and work together to
change our country and world. I would
ask him what the defining moment in his
presidency was for him, and if he could
change anything, what it would be.

Describe a perfect day.

A perfect day for me would be a day
in the hills with my wife and kids where I
would be inaccessible to technology and
able to focus on the simplicity and beauty of the outdoors with my family without the distractions modern technology.

On Feb. 27, 2017, one of my best
friends was involved in a rollover accident while driving to work, which left
him paralyzed from the chest down. It
has been a struggle every day for him,
and it is a reminder that life is too short
to take for granted.
Seeing a young, able-bodied man
have his quality of life ripped away from
him really rattled me to my core, and
there isn’t a day that goes by that I don’t
think about how challenging things could
be. I try and live my life to the fullest.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

I hope to be a role model for my family, colleagues and community by being
a leader who inspires others to push
themselves to become something better through hard work and dedication. I
want to inspire change within my company, community and state by not accepting the status quo and challenging
the way things are done to find the best
fit for each situation.
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Lisa Holland
31 • Marketing & Content Manager, Boise Valley Economic Partnership

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

Music feeds my soul. I love any
song that can tell a story with a
powerful melody. One of my favorite inspirational songs is a worship
song called “Oceans.”
“You called me out upon the water. The great unknown, where feet
may fail.” Sometimes life requires
that we take a blind leap, trusting
that even though the future may be
uncertain, there is a bigger picture
that’s more important.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

I grew up in a family that always supported me in my dreams. Even though
my father passed away while I was in
middle school, he left a legacy of integrity and respect to follow. My mom
always made sure we had every opportunity to succeed in spite of the loss we
faced. My special needs brother taught
me about compassion and patience.
Every day I am inspired and humbled
to meet the people I do in my line of
work.Thank you to those who have supported me along the way, including my
amazing husband and my colleagues at
BVEP – Clark, Jana, Charity, Ethan, Jess
Flynn, Ron Baker and so many others.

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you
ask them?

Maya Angelou once said, “I’ve learned
that people will forget what you said,
people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them
feel.” While it would have been amazing
to meet Maya, I’d also note that it doesn’t

take much to find someone locally who
is an inspiration. We live in a region that
is full of innovators, creatives and people who work really hard to make things
happen.
I learn something new every day from
Clark Krause at BVEP. Faisal Shah is one
of the most ambitious people I know. I
also greatly respect Wyatt Schroeder and
the work he has done at CATCH.
Just ask people to tell you their story,
and you’ll be amazed where the conversation leads.

Describe a perfect day.

I’ve had amazing opportunities to
play music, travel, enjoy the Idaho
outdoors and marry my best friend.
On a professional level, I work with
companies from around the world
that are considering expanding or relocating to the Boise metro.
My perfect day is any day that gives
me an opportunity to learn something
new, impact someone else’s life for the
better or just enjoy the beautiful mountains and beaches in the world. I try not
to live for one perfect day, but to make
the most of each day I’m given.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
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I’ve always loved helping others.
Since I was a young child, I always
thought I would grow up to be a doctor. When I got to college, I loved science, but I learned that I would rather
work with people than on people.
I still remember talking with Dr. Galloway at NNU, who convinced me to take
a few courses in business, and Dr. Russell, who helped me get an internship
with the Boise Metro Chamber. I never
knew then that I would return several
years later to BVEP for a career in economic development, but it has been one
of the best decisions I’ve ever made.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

My mantra: Never stop learning.
Never stop doing. Never stop giving.
Try to inspire change by looking at
something from a different perspective
through collaboration, gathering stakeholders and having an open mind.
I believe in giving back to my community through volunteer service and
by learning from as many people as I
can in my career. I’ve also made it a
goal to be a part of shaping the growth
that will happen in our region by being
involved in conversations.
I seek to be present in whatever I
do and to realize that everyone has a
unique story to tell. I hope to help people tell their stories.
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Albert Kang
39 • Treasury Management Manager, CapEd Credit Union

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?
“You’re the Best,” theme from
“The Karate Kid.” I think we can
all relate to being the underdog
with people doubting your ability
and desire to win. I love how the
song challenges you to not give
up. If you believe in yourself, you
can be the best!

Who has inspired you in your life?
In your career? And why?
My parents always said I could achieve anything if I
worked harder than anyone else. Having immigrated to
the United States, they overcame challenges including
limited language skills, lack of a professional network and
the need to learn a completely new culture. They worked
harder, longer and more consistently than anyone else I
have ever known. They set the foundation for our family in
blood, sweat and tears and, most of all, with no excuses.
I am inspired both in my life and career to show them it
was all worth it.

What would people be surprised to know
about you? Tell the story.
I have a fear of heights — the type of fear where I dread
even climbing a ladder to my roof. I’ve parachuted out of
airplanes at 14,000 feet, rappelled out of hovering helicopters and ascended the highest peak in the Sawtooth
Mountains at 10,751 feet.
Fear provides me with opportunities to identify the
things I NEED to do. I’ve had some amazing experiences
because I embraced my fears instead of hiding from them.

Describe a perfect day.
A perfect day would be spending a day with my wife,
Christina, and our children, Alexander and Olivia, at the
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zoo. Hearing my children laugh and stare in wonderment
at the giraffes straining with their long necks to eat leaves
off a branch. Holding a child each as they ride around on
their favorite animals on the carousel. Listening as they
make sounds and try to communicate with the animals.
Spending time with my family provides me with the inspiration to continuously learn and improve and try new
things and experiences.

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand out
as an epiphany?
The defining moment of my life is when, sight unseen,
I moved from the Baltimore - Washington D.C. metro area
with millions of people to Lowman, Idaho, population 60,
to work for the U.S Forest Service. That decision led to
meeting and getting married to my wife, having a family
and putting down roots in business and the community.
I’ve learned lessons on resourcefulness, self-determination and sense of community that are relatable to all
Idahoans.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?
I believe everyone is capable of making a positive impact. Discover your passions. Get involved. Take action.
Help others.
I will continue to find opportunities in my career and in
the community to lead to make a difference.

Mindy Lin
37 • Founder & President, Damsel in Defense

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

“Even If” by MercyMe. I remember
being scared to death that a stage in
my life wasn’t going to end the way
that I wanted or envisioned with my
very limited scope.This song reminded me then, and still reminds me now,
that there are so many things that we
cannot control, but there is something
so inspiring and freeing about that.
Some things are just not worth the
effort in obsessing or worrying over
because, ultimately, God is going to
decide. “Even If” His answer wouldn’t
have been the one that I would choose,
it is still the right one.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

In my life, my mom. I have never
met anyone else who was so selflessly
well-intended. She inspires me to be
the best wife, mom and daughter that
I can be.
In my career, it is definitely my husband. His qualifications far exceed
mine, but his pride in my abilities
give me the confidence to press on.
He leads at home and steps aside to
let me lead at work with such humility.
He truly makes me want to be the best
professional that I can be even though
I don’t share the extensive experience
and background that he does.

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you
ask them?

That’s easy, my Creator because I

want to see the physical manifestation
and confirmation of what I feel and
believe to be truth. I would ask him
to PLEASE help me understand systemic poverty and why children get
sick, infanticide, genocide, ritualistic
crimes against humanity and abuse.
I would also want to ask how people
in unreached parts of the world will
get the chance to hear of Him and be
in eternity with Him and also when
the time of the second coming will be.

Describe a perfect day.

Renting a cabin in McCall with
my kids and husband. Spending the
morning being lazy and playing family games. Making memories with no
fighting, while eating amazing food
and not worrying about the calories.
Spending the day out on the lake with
our closest friends and family where
there is no Wi-Fi. Watching our kids
play in the water. Lastly, ending the
day around a campfire with our best
friends, telling old stories and laughing over drinks and s’mores.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?

Growing up, my dad was the bravest
man that ever lived. When I started my
first business and took on my first big
job, I asked him to help me with it. On
the final day driving home, he told me
that he admired how brave I was for
taking on such a big project, and I remember the shock of it because I wasn’t
nearly as brave as he was, fighting cancer at the time. Then I had a sudden realization that I was now an adult in my
dad’s eyes, and that everything about
that required us both to be brave.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

My hope would be that God would
use my life, my company and any exposure that comes with it for me to be able
to create positive change in the world
through the highs as well as the lows of
any adversity. I would like to encourage
those who feel misunderstood or stuck
that the sun always rises tomorrow.
With growth and progress comes
exposure; with exposure comes both
praise and criticism. My prayer is that
others would be inspired — not just by
my character during times of celebration and success, but also during times
of difficulty when our character in the
truest form is actually revealed.
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Matthew Maes
36 • Cyber Security Analyst, Idaho National Laboratory

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
Israel Kamakawiwo’ole’s “Over
the Rainbow.” We created a tribute
to my mother with “Over the Rainbow.” She passed away when I was
26, and this song always reminds
me that she would be proud of who
I have become.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
Throughout my life, I have been
inspired by my grandfather, Edward
Shamion, and my dad, Robert Maes,
who both taught me to treat people
with respect and never quit.
As an officer in the military, my soldiers inspired me to cherish the successes of those I had opportunity to lead.
In my career, I have found a lot of
inspiration in the Ted Talk concept, in
particular Simon Sinek’s “Why good
leaders make you feel safe.”

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you
ask them?
I would choose my grandfather,
Edward Shamion. He was honest, a
person of utmost integrity and one of
the hardest working individuals I have
ever known.
My grandfather was a central role
model in my life and helped define who

Photo courtesy of Idaho National Laboratory
I have become as an adult. It would be
an honor to share the accomplishments
of my family and career with him. I
would ask him to share the amazing
stories of his life one more time.

Describe a perfect day.
I have two perfect days. At work, it is
being able to be in an innovative and
creative space, resulting in the generation of ideas and processes that enhance how work gets done for those
around me. I enjoy solving problems
and creating visual presentations that
communicate those solutions.
Outside of work, my perfect day
would be relaxing with my family
around a campfire after a day of fishing.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
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For the longest time, I always felt
like I was waiting for “someday.”
While looking through a family photo
album, I found a picture of my family.
In the photo, my dad was the same
age I was at the time (35 years old).
This photo was unique because it
was an image in time where my dad
was at the same place in life as I was
at that point, and I could remember
the photo being taken. In that moment, it become very clear to me that
“someday” was now.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
I hope to epitomize the idea of the
servant leader, and to be a leader
who prioritizes the success of those
around me. If people look at what I
have accomplished, I want them to
see that the hardest problems can be
solved with creativity and teamwork.

Jesse Maldonado
23 • Jr. Associate, Hilltop Public Solutions

Do you have an
inspirational song?
Why?
“My Hero” by the Foo
Fighters. The song is about an
ordinary person being looked
up to as a hero, and how we
as a society should take a
step back to realize who the
important people really are.
It’s easy to get caught up
worshipping celebrities and
other famous figures, but, in reality, the real heroes in
our society are those who are just ordinary individuals.
The saying goes, “Not all heroes wear capes,” and this
song really hits that. I personally believe that the real
heroes in our society are teachers and firefighters and
crossing guards, to name a few — not celebrities.

Who has inspired you in your life?
In your career? And why?
Barack Obama. In 2008, when he was running for
president, I was 14 and in eighth grade in my first U.S.
history class. As a Latino, seeing the first African-American man become president during my lifetime was an
inspiration that the color or your skin shouldn’t hold you
back. He inspired me to do what was right and fight to
make my community a better place and do it through
public service.

Who (living or dead) would you like to have
dinner with and why? What would you ask
them?
Malala Yousafzai. If I had the opportunity to sit down
with her, I’d like to know why she didn’t just give up. After being shot, it would have been easy to just go away
and into hiding, but she didn’t. I want to know who and
what inspires her.

Describe a perfect day.
The Mariners making the playoffs.

Looking back on your life, what seminal
moments or one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
In 2011, there was a bond campaign to build a new
Lewiston High School. I was a sophomore at the time.
The bond fell short by nearly 15 percent.
As a student attending the then-87-year-old high
school, I covered the election for our high school newspaper. When I interviewed our superintendent at the
courthouse, she said, “I’m not sure this will ever happen
in my lifetime.” I knew then and there I wanted to do
everything in my power to get it done. This moment led
to me running for city council and eventually managing
the successful campaign to build a new LHS.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to
inspire others?
This question is always interesting to me. When I look
to the future, I don’t believe it’s individuals my age who
need to be inspired. Rather, I believe it’s folks who are
the age of our parents and grandparents.
Millions of Americans marched this year against gun
violence — organized by high school students. People my age have the drive, they have the passion and
they’re ready to change the world, but they need receptive neighbors and supporters.
So, if I can do anything to inspire people in the future,
it will be to inspire older generations to believe in the
youth.
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Phil McGrane
37 • Chief Deputy, Ada County Clerk’s Office

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?
There’s a line in the Avett Brothers song “Head Full of Doubt/Road
Full of Promise” that says, “Decide what to be and go be it.” That
always resonates with me like an
exclamation point on life.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
My fifth-grade teacher at White
Pine Elementary, Kara Trumbo, had
two sayings hung up on our classroom wall: “Success comes before
work only in the dictionary” and “I will
be fair not equal.” I’ve never forgotten
these messages. She was a huge inspiration in my life. It was probably a
combination of how much she cared
and the values she taught us.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.
Many people are aware of my love
of barbecue. My father-in-law, Lou,
and I compete in the Kansas City Barbecue Society as Phil & Lou BBQ and
have received national awards doing
so. What many people would be sur-

prised to know is that I was once also
a member of the International Juggling Association.

Describe a perfect day.
Last Labor Day weekend, I took my
two young daughters (ages 6 and
9) camping just outside of Stanley.
We started the day by toasting PopTarts over the fire and enjoying some
hot cocoa we bought in town. While
swimming at Red Fish, I got to show
the girls how it got its name when
we saw some salmon swimming upstream.
We finished the day mountain biking near Stanley Lake for 4 miles. My
littlest was a trouper. Intermixed on
the trip was some Easy Cheese, minute-to-win-it games and staying up
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late. I’m not sure if it was the perfect
day, but it wasn’t far from it.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?
Jim Yost, a friend and mentor of
mine, once told me that he has spent
his entire life trying to get out of politics — though he added that when
you look at the world around and you
see how it could be better and know
that you could help, it’s hard not to at
least try. He’s right. I hope to inspire
others to get engaged. Vote! There is
a lot we can do when we roll up our
sleeves and try to make things better
together.

Julie Morgan
39 • STEM Director, Cole Valley Christian Schools

Do you have an
inspirational song? Why?

“War Cry” by Social Club
Misfits.
“This is our war cry, to rise up.
The grace he gave us, amazing.
A love that could conquer the hatred.
But it’s up to us.
A new generation to show his love.”
These words speak to my
heart for inspiring youth. They
are the next generation to take
a stand for each other to impact the
world with STEM. It’s up to them! My
war cry is to call on the youth to rise
up. Show us your passions; show us
your love for one another; show us
you can do it. I have full confidence
the next generation will harness their
skills and change the world for the better. This is my war cry.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

Every single day, teachers and staff
at Cole Valley Christian Schools inspire me to stand up, build up and
pave the way for the youth. Absorbing
their energy and passion fuels my life!
My girls continually inspire me to
be a better teacher, mom and advocate. Watching their struggles with
arthritis, I seek ways to make their
lives better by advocating. Playing
alongside of them shapes my teaching skills and simply makes me a better teacher.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
A major defining moment occurred
when my girls were young. As I was

considering launching back into my
engineering career, it hit me that my
passion is children. How could I use
my passion for engineering and children at the same time?
Over the next few years, I dove
right into a career in STEM teaching,
where I find my joy and fulfilment.
Spending time exploring and playing
with STEM alongside children are the
perfect ways to spend my days.

Describe a perfect day.

An early-morning rise with time for
meditation and reflection would be the
start to my perfect day. I love to wake
up early and spend time focusing on
my blessings. Next, a quick run around
our beautiful neighborhood. Then, after a hearty breakfast with my family,
head to school to inspire children to be
amazing scientists. Using their gifts of
curiosity and playfulness, we would
question and investigate the world
around us — finding more questions
than we have time to figure out. Many
students would hang back at the end
of class to ask more questions or propose an idea or solution to our STEM
problem.
I would then spend lunch or recess
time on the playground, further discussing ideas and thinking through
how to plan an experiment to solve

these unanswered questions. These
little moments make my day!
During a break, I would spend time
consulting with my fellow teaching
staff, gathering tips and ideas. These
little conversations give me fuel for
adapting lessons or spending extra
time with a struggling student.
All the while, I would be percolating
ways to improve our school through
grant proposals. At the end of the day,
I would take time for reflection over
student work to drive my lesson for
the following day.
I would then gather my three girls
and head home to care for our pets:
five bunnies and a dog. The day would
wrap up with family dinner followed
by games, a neighborhood walk and
reading in bed. This is my perfect day!

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

My whole life is driven to inspire
youth. From the Arthritis Foundation
to STEM director to Selective Mutism
Idaho coordinator, my calling is to
step up for the next generation, be
their advocate and voice. Daily, I create opportunities for the youth to be
inspired to do more. Spending time
with them, meeting them where they
are and building a path to move forward is my focus every day.
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Nathaniel Mueller
36 • CEO, Zennify

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?

“Go in Peace” by Same Baker.
Basically, this is a song about courage. As far as I can tell, courage
alone will never change a thing,
but it is where all of these other
things covered in the song must
start — things like peace, kindness, grace and love. The courage
to let things go and move forward.
It has all the good words — the
ones that matter and somehow summarize how we are supposed to live.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

I find that I am continually inspired
by uncomfortable people, the rolling
rocks with no moss. It could be anybody, like the ones we all read about
in our history books. However, it is
much broader than that. It is the underfunded health worker in Haiti or
the cancer CNA who deals with the
messy side of life and death. I’ve
been just as inspired by a recovering
drug addict fighting for life as I have
been by great talent becoming the
leaders we all knew they would.
Heroes are the ones who keep
fighting to find meaning regardless
if it is ever found.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.

I was homeschooled.Yeah, that right
there is generally enough to surprise almost anybody. I think the most surprising thing about me is my background.
I was raised in low-income housing in
California on food stamps. I grew up
surfing. I moved to Idaho a week after

I graduated from high school on my
own with $200. I started working for
Hewlett Packard three months later. I
worked for HP for 14 years. I started
my current business in my basement.
Concurrently, I hopped freight trains,
slept on the street in at least 21 countries (probably peed in an ally in about
the same number). I have been to over
50 countries. I have no college degree.
I have published peer-reviewed medical journal articles. I have worked contracts for UNICEF and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
All that aside, I still can’t believe I
have never been arrested.

Describe a perfect day.

The easiest answer would be to
say, “a day I don’t get a single email.”
Then again, that’s the problem. I have
never been bored in my life, and I
don’t really like the idea of wishing
myself into a different life than the
one I have intentionally built. I have
this voice in my head that constantly asks me if I’m wasting my life. The
perfect day is the day that voice gets
no air time because I’m too engaged
to listen. All I want out of life is to do
interesting, compelling and meaningful things all the time. I will continue
to relentlessly scratch away at this life
until I void the warranty, and then I
will continue on and embrace what-
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ever raw mystery comes after.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?

It was things like the time in Haiti I
realized the concept of home for me
would always be a moving target.
It was a moment in Albania where
someone was murdered right in front
of me, and I realized the world was far
larger than I had understood.
I think what I am saying is it was
the times I was challenged to my core
and found an answer in the everyday,
fragile invincibility of humanity.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

My life has been dominated by one
central theme: Are you wasting your
life? We have the power to change a
life, and, with help, to change our own,
but we need to be intentional about it.
I want to inspire people living this
battle to find peace, but I want them to
understand that peace is knowing we
still have a fire and a necessary fight
and, if we are lucky, we can keep it just
long enough to be consumed.
The goal is not a life well lived… it’s
a life well spent.

Emily Patchin
30 • Senior Government Affairs Manager, Risch Pisca PLLC

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?

“Rhapsody in Blue.” I studied piano throughout my college career
at Boise State University under Del
Parkinson, the most incredible pianist I’ve ever met (and incidentally, the fastest typist). This was the
culminating piece I played, full of
beautiful melodies and complicated
rhythms. It still stirs me every time
I hear it.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

I’ve had a variety of incredible people in my life who have inspired me
with their personal lives. Their daily
examples of living with integrity and
having real impact on people have
inspired me much more than their
career accomplishments.
However, these examples have
greatly impacted my career, as I’ve
applied these principles first to my
personal life and then to my professional life. One example is treating all
people with genuine care and dignity,
not just the people who are seemingly important. Another example is truly
being honest in all aspects of my life
and work.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.

Some people would be surprised
that I’m a bit of a thrill-seeker. I enjoy
doing difficult things that push me
to the limits of both my physical and
mental capabilities — things like skiing off cliffs, jumping into water from

uncomfortable heights or running the
grueling Race to Robie Creek with my
dad yet another time. I enjoy pushing the limits sometimes, and more
than that, I enjoy the beauty of the
outdoors and the joy of giving things
my all.

Describe a perfect day.

The day would begin with waking up
in some foreign land to the sounds of
the morning of that particular locale —
birds chirping, traffic roaring, church
bells ringing or baboons barking. The
morning would be slow and peaceful,
and the day would involve walking everywhere, seeing beautiful things and
meeting new people. The day would
end with a long, delicious meal surrounded by old, dear friends along
with new, soon-to-be friends. Perfect
days are largely of our own making,
and most days have a lot of potential.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
The entire year of 2012 was defining

for me. After my first two years of professional, post-college life, I took that
year off to explore other interests. I
worked at a flower shop, taught Greek
and Roman history, ran a local campaign, built some close friendships,
started my own floral business and
spent the entire summer traveling the
world. I got back into politics the following year and came with more solid
beliefs, an idea of where I wanted my
life to go and a more formulated view
on how our personal and professional
lives work together.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

I love the Idaho political process,
and I hope to inspire others to appreciate, respect and be informed
and involved in that process. I hope
to always maintain integrity within
my role, never allowing politics or
good relationships to substitute for
good information and well-crafted arguments. I always appreciate people
who are consistent and genuine, so I
hope to inspire others by being that
example throughout my personal and
professional life.
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Jennifer Perez
34 • President, Indepth Solutions, Inc.

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
Only an inspirational movie,
“It’s a Wonderful Life.” I often feel
overwhelmed by life and the hurt
and disappointments that seem
to come when I’m expecting to
be treated as I try to treat others.
It is easy to let bad experiences
outshine all the good ones. The
character George Bailey, a very
good man, is pushed to the point of
near suicide. An angel comes along
and shows him what his community
would be like had he never lived. It always reminds me of the unseen value
of a life of service and the importance
of asking for help. We all feel beaten
down or taken for granted at times,
but we should never give up.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?
My parents and grandparents have
been my primary inspiration in life
due to how each one of them has led
a life of hard work, driving towards
the American dream and pushing
each generation further.
I was raised to understand that being someone of integrity is of the upmost importance. They led by example, and thus gave me the tools and
independence I needed to stand on
my own and pursue whatever goals
I had. Nothing was ever expected of
me other than to be courageous, honest, responsible, humble and, most
importantly, forgiving, open and kind
to all.

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you ask
them?

Jesus Christ. What does it all mean!?
I would ask him what our purpose is
here on Earth. What happens after we
pass? What is God feeling about the
world today? I would want to know
what he believes God wants of me
for my life and how I can best fulfill
that. I would talk to him as much as I
could about today’s society, so I can
best navigate it in his opinion.

Describe a perfect day.

Waking up to no alarm, opening
the door to beautiful scenery, turning on my favorite tunes and cooking an amazing breakfast. Then I
would spend the day being active in
the great outdoors and swimming or
soaking in the water. I would spend
my evening catching an awesome
live band somewhere, and then head
home to snuggle up next to a fire, discussing the wonders and wisdoms
of the day. All this, of course, with a
loved one or more beside me. Life is
always better together!
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Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
Growing up learning to ride and train
horses, I remember the first time being
intentionally bucked off by a mare that
tried to scare me away. I was 8; it hurt
and was scary. My mother said if I let
her get away with it, she would always
feel she could get rid of me whenever she wanted. I grabbed my reigns,
whacked her a bit on the rear to tell her
“NO!” and I got back on. Tears rolled
down my face, but I did it. When you
fall, get back in the saddle. When you
have fears, face them.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
I hope to demonstrate that a business model built on compassion and
trust towards others gives you the
most competitive edge in the market,
not a weakness. A transparent environment from the top down unleashes
the best in everyone and doesn’t have
to lead to judgment or entitlement. It
is my desire to show that people in
business can be friends and family
members, and that the old hierarchy
model of the past is not the model of
the future.

Shayna Randall
33 • Franchise Owner, Dutch Bros of Canyon County

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
I don’t have a single song, but I
love “American Girl” by Tom Petty.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career? And
why?
Jesus, first and foremost. My
husband, who is so good to me and
keeps me steady. He is funny, patient
and forgiving, especially with how often I am late, run out of gas, lose my
keys and break my phone. My kids,
who are amazing. They inspire me to
slow down, take a breath and enjoy
every minute of this life because it
goes by way too fast.

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you ask
them?
I would choose my mom, who
passed away in 2016. Her passing was
sudden and unexpected, and I still
had things I wanted to say that you
don’t think about until that person is
gone. I don’t have anything specific
I would ask, but I would love to just
to be in her presence again. Losing a
parent literally stops time in its tracks
— especially when you’re only 30 and
just beginning your own journey as a
parent — and you are never the same.

It’s not necessarily bad, it’s just that
everything is different. I hope that she
is proud of the woman, mother, wife
and friend I am because of her.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.
I am completely fueled by chaos.
The crazier and more stressful things
are, the better I am! When people ask
me what I do to relax, I always laugh
because I have no idea what that
means — I’ve never done it before!

Describe a perfect day.
I don’t think I could pick just one. I
love every day!

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
I have so many! I would have to
say that making the choice to leave
my hometown and move to Idaho

in 2007 to franchise our first location was huge. It was really stepping
out, trusting God and really diving in
head-first. There was no back-up plan.
It was crazy. People thought we were
crazy, and we loved every minute of
it! Moving to a new state, starting a
business, hiring employees and learning a whole lot about life and the real
world as a 21-year-old was crazy, but I
wouldn’t change a single thing.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
I hope to inspire people to always
dream big and be willing to put it all
on the line for what you believe and
what you stand for. There are far too
many people in this world telling us
what we can and can’t do. I want people to know that you are the author of
your book and are only held back by
the limitations you put on yourself. If
someone tells you something cannot
be done, it’s because they do not have
the courage to dream it and execute
it!
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Genie Reese
29 • Chief Strategy Officer, Red Aspen LLC

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

Does the introduction to
NPR’s “How I Built This” podcast count as a song? Being an
entrepreneur comes with its
fair share of highs and lows.
Red Aspen is without a doubt
the most fulfilling, fun, inspirational, creative, strategic job
I’ve ever had, but it’s also long
hours, low pay, a nonexistent social life and never-ending
work that I am constantly behind on! Hearing from other
entrepreneurs who have found success is motivating and
pushes me to keep going.

Who has inspired you in your life? In your career? And why?

In both my life and career, without a doubt, my mom,
Maryann. Maryann rose from nurse to hospital system
CEO in a field dominated by men, while simultaneously
obtaining an education and raising a family. She taught me
to value hard work, to always question the status quo, to
be a lifelong learner, to continually set and achieve goals,
to have an open and giving heart, to practice mindfulness
and, above all, to remain humble.

What would people be surprised to know about
you? Tell the story.

I spent the first year of Red Aspen’s existence living in
our warehouse — I really lived the true startup experience!
I recently moved out (woo hoo!), but we somehow kept it
under wraps — even our shipping employees didn’t know!
By the time we hit 10 employees, it was time to move out.

Describe a perfect day.

1. Get enough sleep and wake up early! My best days
start when I head to bed by 10 p.m. and I’m at the gym by
6:30 a.m. Sleep and exercise are critical to start your day
off on the right foot.
2. Time spent outside with friends and family! I love a
good hike, ski trip or time spent in the sun with the people
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I love that get me outside.
3. Celebrating others’ success! I love celebrating other
people for their personal and professional milestones and
achievements.
4. Time spent learning! I make it a habit to set aside time
to learn something every day, whether it’s through reading
a book or the news, listening to a podcast or taking a class.

Looking back on your life, what seminal moments or one defining moment stand out as an
epiphany?

Early in my career, I read “It’s Not About the Coffee:
Leadership Principles from a Life at Starbucks” by Howard Behar. He talks about how he built a company culture
where he could be the same person at home and work
and maintain consistent values. That really resonated with
me because I was struggling with my work-life identity at
the time. Red Aspen is a place where people are free to be
themselves and bring their best selves forward.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to inspire others?

Before Red Aspen, I already had so much to be grateful
for, but there was always something in the back of my
head that wanted more: more time to do the things I loved
with the people I loved, more flexibility, a more fulfilling
and rewarding path. With Red Aspen, I am actively working toward achieving this goal. I hope I am able to inspire
other women to believe in themselves and give them the
confidence and tools to achieve work-life integration and
a more fulfilling life.

Kelli Reeser
39 • Classified Cyber Security Information Systems Security Officer,
Idaho National Laboratory

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
There are several songs that inspire me. Over the course of my
life and career, the song that stands
out is “Every Storm (Runs out of
Rain)” by Gary Allan. I have found
this song to speak to the challenges
we face and can overcome if we try. Photo courtesy of Idaho National Laboratory
Everyone experiences storms in life,
figure out how on earth he conceived
My epiphany is learning the imporand even though it can be difficult
tance of achieving a healthy work-life
such brilliant ideas in his time. After
to know how long a storm might last,
balance. I experienced the painful
his death, his belongings were seized,
we can all overcome life’s challenges.
loss of a spouse at a time when I was
and to this day some of his works are
doing what appeared to be best for
still classified. Of course, I would ask
Who has inspired you in your
my career and family from a financial
him what really happened to start the
life? In your career? And why?
standpoint. I commuted to Salt Lake
rivalry he had with Thomas Edison!
The list of people from whom I’ve
City from Idaho Falls. With the best
drawn inspiration during my life and
of intentions, I took the job for career
Describe a perfect day.
career numbers in the hundreds.
advancement. I now realize time lost
The
perfect
day
involves
a
long
However, when I consider the one
with my family during that chapter is
weekend after my housework is
person who has been the primary
just that — a loss. I now define mycomplete. I wake up to a magnificent
driving force — the person who has
self by keeping priorities straight and
sunrise after the perfect night’s sleep
truly motivated and inspired me to
weighing the balance before looking
in time to cuddle my fiancé. We then
earn my degrees, make good career
for dollar signs.
head out to the lake with the kids,
choices, learn and embrace new techwhere we walk the dogs. There are
nology and earn those professional
Looking to the future: How do
fresh three-egg omelets before we
certifications — it is my son. I have
you hope to inspire others?
indulge
in
our
latest
Netflix
binge
always possessed a burning desire to
My true passion is in inspiring
watch.
succeed, not only in order to support
young single mothers to understand
The afternoon is spent preparing
him, but to show him by example that
and believe in their worth. There is no
an incredible meal for my family. We
the sky really is the limit.
reason they can’t pursue and make
sit outside on the deck and chat beamazing contributions by furthering
Who (living or dead) would fore feasting, and end the day with a
their education and pursuing careers
family game night. There is also dark
you like to have dinner with
in STEM. However, they are often
chocolate. Lots of dark chocolate.
and why? What would you ask
held back by misconceptions of their
them?
Looking back on your life, worth. I want to inspire them to overcome the fear, doubt and intimidation
Nikola Tesla would be my choice
what seminal moments or one of pursuing educational opportunities
because he was such a visionary. I
defining moment stand out as and careers in areas typically domiwould value the opportunity to unnated by males.
derstand how his mind worked and to
an epiphany?
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Christopher Reid
37 • Business Payments and Technology Market Manager, Zions Bank

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?
“The Distance” by Cake. It’s a
great song that reminds me to
keep my priorities straight.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career?
And why?
Jim Giometta, who has
passed away, was a great influence
on my life. He led by example. He
knew the value of relationships and
always made you feel like you were
the most important person in the
world when you were talking with

great opposition, to accomplish ev-

Looking to the future: How do

erything he did.

you hope to inspire others?

Describe a perfect day.

vandalized by someone wishing to in-

A church in Twin Falls was recently
Any day spent with my wife and
children is a perfect day.

him. We also shared a love of politics,

timidate and hurt the members of the
church they vandalized. I was able to
reach out to several leaders of differ-

and I hope I make him proud with my

Looking back on your life,

ent faiths and, together we planned

involvement in the community.

what seminal moments or one

a Freedom of Religion Rally in down-

defining moment stand out as

town Twin Falls. It was incredibly re-

an epiphany?

warding to see hundreds of people

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with

My wife and I are the parents of

fill the park in support of their First

and why? What would you ask

seven amazing children. Every time

Amendment rights. I love the United

them?

we have been blessed with another

States. I enjoy being politically active,

George Washington. I love the “fa-

child, I have been motivated to be a

and I would like to continue to play

ther of our country” and would love

better person. Life is busy and chal-

a part in protecting our God-given

to ask him about his original vision

lenging, and spending time with my

rights of life, liberty and the pursuit

for the United States and how he

family recenters me and helps me to

of happiness — and to inspire others

managed the courage, in the face of

keep life in perspective.

to do the same.
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Teresa Sandros
36 • Owner, Bliss Events

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
“Eye of the Storm” by Ryan Stevenson. The poignant examples in
the verses could easily make anyone want to give up, but instead
of letting life take hold of you, you
need to lean into your faith and
fight through the storm. When I
listen to the lyrics, an incredible
sense of empowerment comes over
me to push through and fight harder
each day.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?
In life and business, my dad. He
told me I could be anything, literally, anything. When I would sassily
retort back, “not the President of the
United States” (since I was born in
Canada), he would always respond,
“If you want it bad enough, I know
you’d find a way!” Looking back on
our short 23 years together, I am
convinced he knew the inevitable
and made every story have a lesson,
every word have a purpose and every
gift have a meaning. When most of
my friends were getting clothes and
music for Christmas, he was buying
me business books and stocks. He always took the time, whether inviting
me on a business trips, taking me on
a date or teaching me a new trick in
Excel. His stories about business and

life will be with me forever. Time is
fleeting, but he ensured the quantity
AND quality.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.
I love danger! Mountain biking, dirt
biking, jumping off bridges, backflips
off cliffs, shooting the tube, pendulum swinging, etc. I love it all! However, when I showed up to work a
high-profile event as the planner with
stitches on my face (sutured under a
flashlight in the Moab desert) from a
spill down a mountain on my bike,
the harsh reality of the immense responsibility of my current life hit me,
and I am constantly reconsidering my
extracurricular activities!

Describe a perfect day.
Waking up without an alarm to a
sun-filled room. Lying in bed with no
agenda. Having my boys greet me
and get in bed to snuggle. Going on
a bike ride as a family on the Green-

belt. Receiving no messages from
the outside world. Eating three real
meals, and I mean real food that was
not pressed into the shape of a rectangle that comes in a wrapper.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
A couple months ago while hosting an all-team meeting, I looked at
my conference room, brimming over
with team members, and thought,
“Whoa, I am responsible for all these
people and their families. Eek, don’t
screw this up!”

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
Leading by example. When people
ask, “How did you create all of this?”
I say, “I just did it. I just put one foot
in front of the other and did it. Don’t
look back, don’t look sideways at
what others are or are not doing, just
do what you think is best and do it!”
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Christina Shell
33 • Director, Dance Unlimited

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

As a dance teacher, I have
become a music collector. I’m
constantly looking for great
songs for routines, and my
musical tastes vary quite a bit.
I’m really enjoying Carrie
Underwood’s “The Champion,” which she recorded for
the Olympics. It makes me
think of my dancers and the inspiration they need to push through
challenges.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?

I’ve taken a lot of my career inspiration from my parents. They are
both entrepreneurs who have been
thoughtful in growing and transforming their companies, even through
difficult times.
My dad works in a stressful industry with a lot of conflict, yet he keeps
a positive attitude and never seems
overwhelmed. My mom is a perfectionist dedicated to doing things
the right way. She doesn’t let things
slide, and her attention to detail has
inspired me to be more thoughtful in
how I accomplish tasks.

What would people be surprised to know about you?
Tell the story.

If I had not become a dance teacher,
my fantasy career would have been to
join the FBI. I’m not sure I’d be cut out
for all aspects of the job, but I am fascinated by criminology, investigation
and problem-solving.

Describe a perfect day.

My perfect day starts with a morning workout to get me energized,
which is usually a run with my 12-yearold son. It has become our moment to
bond. Then I’d spend some time playing at the park with my 6-year-old and
3-year-old sons.
After they got off to school, I would
tackle my to-do list because I love the
rush of accomplishing tasks and a day
that feels productive. I would head to
the studio to teach, spending several
hours watching dancers grow — one
of the most rewarding parts of my day!
Finally, I’d end the day snuggling on
the couch with my husband and boys,
usually watching sports or something
that we enjoy as a family.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or
one defining moment stand
out as an epiphany?

My co-director, Tamra Nefgzer, and
I have been friends for years, but I remember the moment I knew we were
going to go into business together.
We had attended a dance conference
and were sitting by the pool relaxing after a long day. We were talking
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about our ambitions and our shared
desire to make a career out of dance.
Suddenly, everything just clicked.
Another defining moment was when
we signed the paperwork to purchase
Dance Unlimited.
Afterward, we were sitting in a car
in the parking lot, just looking at each
other, realizing that we were finally
on the path to making our dreams a
reality.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?

I am lucky to have had many great
mentors and teachers, and I hope I
can share some of that inspiration
with young people, who seem to be
less and less confident these days. I
want my students to believe in their
abilities, gain confidence and know
their worth.
I try to share my toughest lessons
with colleagues whenever I can because I believe in empowering other
women. Women shouldn’t be timid
about being business owners; they
have the same voice and ability as
anyone else. If you have a goal, it is
attainable with hard work and sometimes baby steps — that and having
a great tribe.

Sarah Shinn
39 • President & CEO, Make-A-Wish Idaho

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
I actually don’t have an inspirational song!

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?
My mother is my inspiration. She
passed away, but there is not a day
that goes by that I do not remember
the way she was with other people
— full of empathy and hope of understanding how those around her
see and experience the world. She
believed that empathy is what connects us to others and expands the
way we experience our everyday
lives; that empathy is a hallmark
of leadership and mentorship and
gives us the perspective we need to
address challenges, seek solutions,
find common ground, instill confidence, build trust, be vulnerable and
be open to personal development.

not the absence of fear, but the tri-

Looking back on your life,

umph over it. The brave man is not

what seminal moments or one

he who does not feel afraid, but he
who conquers that fear.”
I’d like to ask him what he told
himself when he was most afraid
that reminded him to push through
the fear. I would love to know what
narrative such a great leader had in
his head to keep him always looking
forward to what could be.

Describe a perfect day.
An ideal day would be one spent
with my husband exploring the world

defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
Losing my mother was a reminder
that you only have a limited amount
of time to give the world the best
you have to give. There may be a
limited amount of days, but each
day is a new opportunity to try and
be your best self. You may not get
there each day, but give yourself
some grace and try again tomorrow.

around us — whether that is in our

Looking to the future: How do

own backyard or halfway around the

you hope to inspire others?

world. My favorite days always include

I’m not sure that I seek to inspire

discovering somewhere new, learning

others as much as I hope to remind

about people and culture, trying a new

them that our relationships with peo-

why?What would you ask them?

food, seeing a new view and following

ple are the most important things in

I admire the courage of Nelson

a new path less traveled.Those are the

our lives. I try to live my life in ser-

Mandela and am inspired by this

days where I feel most at peace and

vice of other people and hope that

quote: “I learned that courage was

learn the most about myself.

others will do the same.

Who (living or dead) would you
like to have dinner with and
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Caty Solace
36 • Communications Manager, Idaho Career & Technical Education

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

“Yoshimi Battles the Pink
Robots Pt. 1” by the Flaming
Lips. This song inspires me to
keep learning, training, striving
to be better even in the face of
metaphorical “evil pink robots,”
whatever form they may take.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career? And why?

Trey McIntyre has had a powerful, tumultuous and inspiring effect on my life. His art, of course, is incredible,
and his ability to capture people’s attention is admirable
and noteworthy; but, really, what inspires me about him is
the strength of his internal compass. Trey has helped me
understand my own value and inspired me to listen to my
own powerful intuition.

What would people be surprised to know about
you? Tell the story.

I gave birth to my only son, Wild Solace, at home. After
17 hours of labor, I held my “little” boy (he was 10 pounds,
4 ounces) for the first time. Since then, I have discovered
that it doesn’t matter how or where you birth your kids because the real tests of character come after they are born.
My first years as a mom were a rocky, rugged struggle. I
finally — after six years — feel like I’m getting the knack
for balancing momness, career and marriage. A big shout
out to all hard-working moms! Go, you!

Describe a perfect day.

I wake alone around 10 a.m. in my own bed (not on the
road). The house is perfectly clean, and the silence is deliciously palpable. I have a glorious run on Pole Cat Trail in
the 60-degree sun. After a leisurely shower, my husband,
son and dog take me for a picnic they prepared. After eating, we play catch or soccer. I read in our bedroom for
a couple of hours. We eat ribeye for dinner with mashed
sweet potatoes and steamed artichokes. We tuck our son
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into bed with a story, and then watch a non-kids movie
together on the couch.

Looking back on your life, what seminal moments or one defining moment stand out as an
epiphany?
After we shut down the dance portion of Trey McIntyre
Project, I took a job as the executive director for Sacramento Ballet. While I would categorize my time there as
successful, it was not fulfilling. I realized that to truly thrive
in a job, I must feel passion for the cause. I left that job and
took my current role at Idaho Career & Technical Education.
As an older millennial operating with almost $40,000 in
student loans, I wish I had found a trade to work my way
through college. I’m passionate about sharing this option
with other Idahoans.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to inspire others?
Inspiring others is a key ingredient in my passion for
what I do. With Trey McIntyre in those hundreds of full
houses, I felt the impact of his art on the audience. People
arrived at the theater all closed up and left noticeably more
open. At Career & Technical Education, my work helps to
inspire people to perform major upgrades on their quality
of life. Throughout my working life, I hope to have many
projects in a variety of fields that all share the common
thread of inspiring others, whether through the arts, education or even — what I would like most of all — by being
an example of a successful woman.

Jill Twedt
39 • VP, Legal & Corporate Secretary, Boise Cascade Company

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
Katy Perry’s “Roar.” It makes me
feel strong and confident. It is definitely on the dance party rotation
with my daughters.

Who has inspired you in
your life? In your career? And
why?
My children inspire me every day
— my youngest is patient and kind,
my oldest is passionate and fiery. As
much as I like to think I shape their
lives, they’re shaping mine too. When
faced with a difficult situation, I think
about how my youngest would let
it roll off her back and face it with a
smile.
Karen Gowland is an incredible
mentor both as a genuine person
and in constantly improving me as
an advisor to the company. Karen is
measured, encouraging of others and
professional — all qualities I admire
and aspire to embody in my career.

Who (living or dead) would
you like to have dinner with
and why? What would you ask
them?
Sonia Sotomayor. Her life story is
inspirational, and her law practice prior to becoming a judge, then justice,
is relatable. I would be interested in
her insight into what is next — for her,

for our country, for women — and her
expectations for the next generation
of lawyers and judges.

Describe a perfect day.
Let’s be honest, getting to sleep
in is the best start to a perfect day.
Then making a special breakfast for
my family before going outside to
play – it doesn’t matter where or what
we’re doing as long as we’re outside.
Complete the afternoon decorating
cookies while my kids nap (or maybe
a little longer, if I’m lucky) to release
the creativity that started flowing with
the fresh air. Finally, top off the day
with a date night with my husband.
We don’t get a lot of time for just the
two of us, and I value that time together.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
Since fifth grade, I knew I wanted
to be a lawyer, but I was always good

at math and science, so in college I
thought, “Hey, I should at least give
science a shot.” At the College of Idaho, I enrolled in human anatomy and
physiology, which, to my surprise,
had a human cadaver lab requirement. I loved the classroom experience, but my first day in the lab solidified my career path — I nearly passed
out, the TA had to walk me out of the
lab and there was no way I was going
to make it as a doctor.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
I hope to inspire others by being
intentional in leading by example.
Whether it is through my service to
the community, my leadership in Boise Cascade or as a parent to two small
children with lots of friends, there will
be a lot of eyes on me to set the example as a good citizen, employee
and parent. People are more impacted by our actions than our words, so
it is important to me that my actions
reflect my values and ethics and, in
turn, inspire the same in others.
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Jason Vickrey
30 • Senior Vice President Central & Eastern Idaho, TitleOne Corporation

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?
Mathew West’s “Do Something.” The song really talks
about owning the things we
do in our lives. Whether it’s
personal, professional or spiritual, owning our actions and
attitude is something we can
control every day.

Who has inspired you in

die-hard Wyoming Cowboy fan. Go, Pokes!

your life? In your career? And why?
My family has always been my biggest inspiration in

Looking back on your life, what seminal mo-

life. Growing up, my grandparents and parents worked so

ments or one defining moment stand out as an

hard and made so many sacrifices to give my sister and

epiphany?

me opportunities in life that they never had. More recent-

The moments that have most defined my life and really

ly, my wife and three kids are my No. 1 motivation, and I

are moments I will never forget have been the births of my

wake up every day knowing I have to provide for them. I

three children and my time spent in Africa on mission trips.

have also been very blessed to have three great bosses

Both are goose bump/adrenaline-type moments we don’t

in my working career (Mark Tidd, Doug Brigham and Alan

get very often in life.

Horner), all of whom have been extremely instrumental in
my growth in leadership.

What would people be surprised to know about
you? Tell the story.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to inspire others?
I hope to inspire people by giving my time and resources to impact their lives in a positive way. Caring for and

A lot of people think I am a native Idahoan and are al-

helping people is a core pillar of my religion, the company

ways asking if I am a Bronco or Vandal. I grew up in Wyo-

I work for and my family, and I hope I am able to impact

ming, and, although Idaho is now home, I will always be a

enough lives to make a difference in our world.
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Congratulations Jason!
Boise Cascade
congratulates

Jill Twedt

on being named an
Accomplished
Under 40 honoree.

bc.com

Your leadership, positive
energy, and dedication to
our company and to the
Treasure Valley community
is an inspiration to us all.

ACCOMPLISHED

UNDER

40

winner

Jason Vickrey, SVP
South Central | Eastern Idaho

There is a Difference | TitleOneCorp.com

Host your
next event
in the

Centre
of it all!

Idaho’s premier convention facility is your ideal
venue for meetings, conferences, tradeshows,
receptions and trainings. Boise Centre offers:
• Downtown location, surrounded by hotels,
food, shops and entertainment
• 92,000 sq. ft. of flexible/customizable event
space for groups of all sizes
• Exceptional culinary services and menu
featuring many locally sourced ingredients
• The meeting space, atmosphere and staff to
deliver unforgettable experiences
Visit boisecentre.com to view interactive floor
plans or to submit an event inquiry.

boisecentre.com • 208 336-8900

Holli Woodings
39 • Councilmember, Boise City Council

Do you have an inspirational
song? Why?
“Give It” from LED’s album “This
Side of Paradise.” I challenge anyone to listen to it and not feel like
anything is possible. The beat is infectious and sticks in my head, so I
feel like I have my own soundtrack
to go kick some butt. It’s been especially helpful before stepping into
the Capitol.

Who has inspired you in your
life? In your career? And why?
My husband, Ryan, inspires me to
be a better leader, person and parent every single day. I admire him
so much in the way he never stops
learning and is a dedicated student of
the world.
In my career, I’m inspired by the
Girl Scouts, the Boise State students
and the emerging leaders I serve.
Seeing their potential to create opportunity makes me wish I had more
hours in the day to mentor. It’s always
my hope that some of them will find a
path to public service.

What would people be surprised to know about you? Tell
the story.
My first job as a teenager was shining shoes (mostly cowboy boots) at

the Flying J truck stop on Overland.
My stepsister, Denice Ostolasa, ran
the barbershop and shoeshine stand,
which came as a package deal. She
taught me to shine shoes because she
didn’t like to do it. I got pretty good,
so I’d tag along in the summer to earn
money for school clothes. I can tell
you that truckers have a rough reputation, but they were all so nice to me
and would show me pictures of their
kids. Now that I’m an adult, I don’t like
to shine my own shoes.

Describe a perfect day.
Wake up without an alarm clock,
have a cup of coffee, tinker around in
the garden, ride bikes to Hyde Park
for lunch, paddleboard at Esther Simplot Park, take a nap, barbeque in the
backyard, go on a hike in the military
reserve, watch the sunset — most of
that with my family in tow.

Looking back on your life,
what seminal moments or one
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defining moment stand out as
an epiphany?
The most defining moment in my
life has been the one when I decided
to move full time to Boise. I had been
spending my summers and holidays
here throughout my childhood and
teenage years, and when I was 19,
it became my full-time home. It was
by far my most solid decision and set
into motion the rest of my best times.

Looking to the future: How do
you hope to inspire others?
I hope to inspire others to work hard
for their communities and help shape
the future. There are so many ways to
do that, whether it’s through a nonprofit, a neighborhood association or
public service. I will say though that
there’s a misconception that being
elected to serve is the endgame, but
it’s really just the beginning of one of
the hardest, most heavily scrutinized
and most rewarding jobs out there.

Austin Zander
34 • General Manager, The Gym Eighth & Main

Do you have an inspirational song? Why?

If you know me, you know
that I am a huge fan of country music. I can’t put my finger on just a single song, but
all of country music inspires
me — the lyrics about love,
family, dirt roads and even
hard times. It reminds me of
where I am from and where I
am going as a husband, father and friend. From Johnny
Cash to Florida Georgia Line, it always keeps me close to
my roots and inspires me to make the best of the good
times in life.

Who has inspired you in your life? In your career?
And why?

My parents have always been my ultimate cheerleaders,
and, even into my adult life, continue to challenge and
encourage me to go after my dreams. Throughout my life,
they have instilled the message that I can achieve whatever I set out to do.
My career has been unexpectedly inspired from my clients themselves. My passion has been to change lives
through health and fitness, which has provided incredible
opportunity to connect with so many individuals throughout their journeys of getting in shape, training for competitions, rehabbing injuries and weight loss. Their successes
over the years have shown me that we can accomplish
whatever we truly put our minds and actions into.

What would people be surprised to know about
you? Tell the story.

You may be surprised to learn that I am a HUGE “Survivor” fan! Everything from the physical challenges,
mental, emotional and social aspects of the game have
captured my attention from the first season. Over the
years, I have met some of the participants and even last
season’s winner. I hope to complete an audition tape this
summer and submit it for my chance to one day compete
on the show.

Describe a perfect day.

Growing up in Oregon, I have a deep affinity for a summer day on the Oregon coast. Waking up to the sound of
waves crashing and the smell of the coastal breeze, then
spending the day playing in the ocean and relaxing on the
sand, of course with fresh seafood and buckets of crab legs.
Then wrap it all up with a bonfire on the beach with my wife,
daughters, good friends and an ice-cold IPA.

Looking back on your life, what seminal moments or one defining moment stand out as an
epiphany?

As an outdoorsman, there have been many fishing or
hunting trips that I have come back from empty-handed. One
of the most pivotal lessons that I have learned over the years
is that it is not just about harvesting an animal, but appreciating the entire experience. Each trip is unique, comprising of
family or friends, the landscape and terrain, the animals and
seasons and even testing my own knowledge and abilities.
Ultimately the “hunt” really is about enjoying the journey,
no matter what the outcome.

Looking to the future: How do you hope to inspire
others?
My desire is to continue to find new and innovative ways
to change lives through health and wellness. Too many people are living with pain or chronic illness or are just generally
unhappy with themselves and their bodies. In my short 34
years, I have witnessed and experienced so many people’s
lives positively influenced by fitness. I hope to have another
34 to challenge, motivate and inspire others to do the same!
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A breakthrough is that moment when you
discover your true potential. At the University
of Idaho, students come here to shape the
world and discover what’s next. That’s why we
offer more than $25 million in scholarships
annually. What will your breakthrough be?

UIDAHO.EDU/BREAK-THROUGH

Moscow | Boise | Coeur d’Alene | Idaho Falls

